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Abstract

It is possible to divide image sequences into some states, where each state has same motion phase. By applying such

operation before recognition processing, accuracy of the recognition will be improved. New image sequence �ltering

by using HMM is proposed in this paper, which can divide image sequences into multiple states. Performance of

the �ltering is improved by doing re-learning of the observation symbol probability. In addition, e�ectiveness of the

proposed method is shown by human identi�cation using image sequences.
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1. Introduction

Recently, capturing of image sequences became possible with the improvement in the processing speed of comput-
ers, even if special hardware was not used. According to this improvement, various algorithms are proposed using
image sequence recognition, such as optical ow calculation, tracking of moving object, gesture and face recognitions.

A lot of image sequence recognition algorithm using the Hidden Markov Models (HMM) are proposed[1],[2],[3].
In the recognition of image sequences such as gesture recognitions, whole image sequences itself contains information
for recognition, and all image sequences are necessary for recognizing. However, image sequences can be divided
into some phases which contains same meaning for recognition. And some phase which is not necessary for the
recognition is included generally. Furthermore, these phases may give the adverse e�ect for recognition.

To overcome this problem, image sequences should be divided into multiple phases, and some phase are eliminated
from image sequences. By applying these operation before recognition procedure, the improvement in recognition
rate and robustness for recognition can be expected. Then, new image sequence �ltering by using HMM which can
eliminate some stumbling image sequences for recognition is proposed in this paper.

Proposed algorithm has the following features. (1) It is possible to obtain parameters such as transition and output
probabilities using HMM which uses image sequence �ltering by learning. (2) In conventional HMM recognition
model, symbols generated from image sequences are used, then a lot of information for recognition will be lacked.
Using proposed algorithm, raw image sequences and its current state in HMM can be used simultaneously after
applying image sequences �ltering. (3) The new algorithm in which the performance of the �ltering can be improved
by applying re-learning of output probability, is also proposed.

In addition, e�ectiveness of this algorithm is shown by human identi�cation using image sequences with proposed
�ltering method.

2. Conventional recognition method using HMM

HMM
The HMM is a collection of states connected by transitions. Each transition has a pair of probability, a transition
probability and an output probability. A formal characterization � = (�;A;B) is as follows:



Figure 1. Conventional recognition model using HMM

� = f�ig: The initial state distribution where �i is the probability that the state Si is the initial state. A = faijg:
the state transition probability distributions where faijg is the probability of making a transition from state si to
sj . B = fbj(k)g: the observation symbol probability where fbj(k)g is the probability of emitting k at time t in state
si. Let number of state be (1 � i; j � N), number of symbol be (1 � k � M).

Learning and recognition
Schematic diagrams of the general recognition method using HMM are shown in Fig.1. Each HMM parameter �i
is learned using each symbol series O. The recognition is performed by choosing a HMM model with maximum
probability P (Oj�i) in which observed symbol sequences O = o1; o2; � � � ; oT comes from phenomenon i. It also has
elegant and e�cient algorithms for learning and recognition, such as the Baum-Welch algorithm for learning, and
Viterbi search algorithm[4] for recognition.

3. Image sequence �ltering using HMM states and re-learning method of HMM

parameters

Image sequences �ltering using HMM states
In recognition using HMM, the information quantity will decrease because of converting observed phenomenon
(image sequences) into the one dimensional observation symbol series. By using HMM for the phase division and
recognition described as Fig.2, it becomes possible to compare observed image sequences and dictionaries made from
learned image sequences. Furthermore raw image sequences can be used on recognition processes after applying
image sequence �ltering.

In generally forward algorithm for the recognition using HMM, but it is not possible to decide all transitions
de�nitely, because all state transitions procedure is needed to obtain the generation probability. Therefore, it is also
di�cult to divide the image sequences into multiple phases with meanings.

However, by using the Viterbi algorithm which obtains the generation probability from the optimum condition
series, it can make correspondence with one condition in every input image.

Each HMM parameter is correspondent to suitable phase with the meaning for image sequence �ltering (we called
this set of states \the goal states") is described in the following.

Initial parameter of learning
The setting of the initial parameters is important for the Baum-Welch algorithm, because of this algorithm is based
on obtaining local maximum value that maximizes generation probability of the input symbol series.

We use the following method for setting initial value in order to give the meaning to each HMM state. If the
output from a state is suitable for the meaning of this state, symbol output probability bj(k) is set high. And if the
output from this state is not suitable, output probability is set low. Furthermore state transition probability aij is
also set according to transition probability of the goal state.

Filter design by re-learning HMM parameters
Even if the HMM parameter was learned by using Baum-Welch algorithm with the mentioned parameters, converged
states do not always become the goal states. Then, new initial parameter setting algorithm is proposed for using
re-learning procedure in order to bring closer to the goal states.



Figure 2. Image sequences �ltering

First, initial transition probability on re-learning are set with constant value âij =
1
N

(1 � i; j � N), in order to
bring symbol output probability bj(k) close to the goal state. This is because to prevent that transition probabilities
suppress the improvement of the output probability.

Output symbol probability bj(k) correspond to the goal state are marked Label : High, the others are marked
Label : Low.

The initial parameter b̂j(k) for re-learning algorithm from learned output probability bj(k) is described as follows.

(Step1) if Label of bj(k) is High goto Step2 else goto Step3.

(Step2) if bj(k) > thhigh then b̂j(k) = bj(k) else b̂j(k) = thhigh, and goto Step 4.

(Step3) if bj(k) < thlow then b̂j(k) = bj(k) else b̂j(k) = thlow, and goto 4.

(Step4) goto next symbol output probability.

Re-learning procedure is performed from these initial parameter âij ; b̂j(k) using Baum-Welch algorithm, which
make possible that HMM parameters approaches the goal state. Schematic diagram for re-learning procedure is
shown in Fig.3.

4. Human face matching using image sequence �ltering

In order to examine the e�ect of the proposed image sequences �lter with HMM, the experiment of human identi�ca-
tion is performed using image sequences by monitoring camera in the ceiling of the alley without exclusive lighting.



Figure 3. Re-learning

The human movement action described in Fig.4 was captured. Face region is trimmed manually and pixel size is
normalized to 32 � 32 pixel1. Calculating the cross correlation between face image from 32 directions and input
image, and �nding the largest correlation image, input image sequences were converted into symbol sequences.

In the cognitive process, a direction dictionary that contains relation between face images and its direction is
used. The input image sequences are converted into image sequences to calculate cross correlations between input
face image and direction dictionary. Relation between symbols (labels of direction) and states are also shown in
Fig.5. Six states (S0 to S5) are established, facing right, oblique right, front, oblique left, left and back. In Fig.6, a
solid line shows the learning locus, and a dotted line shows the additional locus of input image sequence for �ltering.
Transition from S0; S1; S2; S3 to S4 is a learned transition, then the aim of performing image sequence �lter is (1)
eliminate looped locus, (2) input image sequences is divided into learned transitions.

20 patterns ( 5 persons � 4 patterns) are used for learning. Each pattern has about 60 frames. To evaluate image
sequence �ltering, modi�ed nearest neighbor method using state information from HMM is used. The category
where the value of the following equation becomes a maximum was made to be the recognition result.

G(i) =
X

t;i2D(l)

max
l=1;���;L

f(B(t); D(l))

where f is cross correlation function, B(t) is face image on time t, D = fD(l)g is a set of dictionary data correspond
to HMM state B(t) , i is a category.

Fig.7 shows recognition result in \no �ltering", \�ltering without re-learning" and \�ltering with re-learning"
The recognition using \no �ltering" shows the result to compare all learning face data and input face image.

The vertical line shows the di�erence between maximum valueG calculated from correct category and G calculated
without correct categories. Hence, it becomes a positive value when recognized correctly, and an amount of this
parameter shows the robustness of the recognition process.

Using simple nearest neighbor method, only person A and C would be able to recognize. Person B would be able
to be recognized by applying the proposed �ltering. Since most di�erence in max G without correct categories were
increased in person A, C and E, improvement in the robustness can be con�rmed.

In person B and D, the value calculated using re-learning method is less than the value of without re-learning.
This is because the translation error from image sequences to symbol sequences.

Table 1 shows selected states and categories using each method. Cross correlations of no �ltering method shows
a maximum value with all data in the dictionary, selected category is the category in which the cross correlation
becomes a maximum. Cross correlations of �ltering with and without re-learning method shows a maximum value
with same category in the dictionary. \|" shows deleted image using image sequence �ltering.

1A lot of face region detection algorithms were proposed. But face detection is not a subject of this paper, then face region detection

is performed manually.



Figure 4. Captured images

Performing image sequence �ltering with HMM, correct categories are selected compared with no �ltering method
(simple nearest neighbor method). Furthermore by applying re-learning algorithm, the correspondence between
image sequences and state of HMM becomes accurate.

5. Conclusion

New image sequence �ltering algorithm using HMM is proposed. Image sequences can be divided into some arranged
phase for reducing meaningless image sequences and for following recognition step. Re-learning algorithm for HMM
is also proposed. Experiment of human identi�cation using image sequence is also performed, and considerably good
result has been achieved.

A simple modi�ed nearest neighbor recognition algorithm using HMM state has been used in this experiment.

Table 1. Recognition result of person A

Face Image

No �ltering correlation
(category)

0.993(A) 0.951(D) 0.953(C) 0.970(E) 0.972(B) 0.972(A)

HMM �ltering HMM state S0 S5 S4 S2 S5 S3
correlation
(category)

0.993(A) - 0.951(A) 0.960(A) - 0.968(A)

HMM �ltering HMM state S0 S5 S5 S2 S3 S4
with re-learning correlation

(category)
0.993(A) - - 0.960(A) 0.963(A) 0.969(A)



Figure 5. Relation between states and in-
put symbols

Figure 6. The human movement locus

Figure 7. The experimental result

Future research will address the development of new recognition algorithm to use state of HMM more e�ectively.
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